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Abstract. We present a GPU implementation of the Simple Sampling
Reduction (SSR) algorithm that searches for short vectors in lattices.
SSR makes use of the famous BKZ algorithm. It complements an exhaustive search in a suitable search region to insert random, short vectors to the lattice basis. The sampling of short vectors can be executed
in parallel.
Our GPU implementation increases the number of sampled vectors per
second from 5200 to more than 120, 000. With this we are the first to
present a parallel implementation of SSR and we make use of the computing capability of modern graphics cards to enhance the search for
short vectors even more.
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Introduction

Lattices are discrete additive groups in the Euclidean vector space. They are
known for hundreds of years in mathematics, but their use in cryptography
and other fields of computer science started in the last decades of the twentieth century. Roughly speaking, lattice reduction is the search for short vectors
with special geometric structure, i.e., vectors that are nearly orthogonal to each
other. In 1982, the famous LLL algorithm was presented by Lenstra, Lenstra,
and Lovász [16]. It set a starting point for developments and improvements of
lattice reduction algorithms until today. In 1991, the BKZ algorithm (for BlockKorkine-Zolotarev reduction) which is a generalization of LLL was presented
[27]. Today, BKZ is still the strongest and mostly used algorithm for lattice basis reduction. In 2003, the Random Sampling Reduction (RSR) algorithm was
presented [26]. It is an adaption of BKZ, and applies BKZ together with the insertion of some randomly sampled vectors. In 2006, Simple Sampling Reduction
(SSR) improved RSR by removing its heuristic assumptions [7].
In cryptology, lattice reduction has applications in cryptography as well as in
cryptanalysis. The security of lattice based cryptosystems can be sustained by
hard problems in lattices. The fact that makes lattice based cryptography special
is the ability to base the security of cryptosystems on worst case problems in
lattices, whereas usually security is only based on average case problems. This
so-called worst case to average case reduction is unique for lattices and is not
known in other fields.

For estimating the practical security of lattice based cryptosystems, it is necessary to know the strength of lattice reduction algorithms such as LLL, BKZ,
and their revisions. Since there is a well-known gap between practical and theoretical strength of these algorithms, it is important to assess their practical
borders. Since today, even desktop computers and laptops are equipped with
multicore CPUs or graphics cards that support the CPU, this kind of special
hardware must be taken into account when talking about security of cryptosystems. Due to the fact that supercomputers and new paradigms such as cloud
computing gain more and more importance, the computing capabilities of attackers of cryptosystems rises as well. Therefore it is necessary to examine the
strength of lattice reduction algorithms concerning parallelization potential.
The BKZ algorithm is the lattice reduction algorithm most commonly used
in practice. It consists of two building blocks. One part is the LLL algorithm,
the other part is an enumeration subroutine that performs exhaustive search
for shortest vectors. No parallel version of BKZ is known to date. There are
approaches of parallelizing LLL in the SIMD model, e.g. [30,2] and also for
enumeration [9,15,10]. The combination of both however has not yet been tried.
It is apparent that SSR allows for distributed computing, since sampling
short vectors can be performed independently in parallel. The authors of [7]
state that most time of SSR is spent on sampling, which would allow for good
parallelization.
1.1

Previous Results

Schnorr presented the first sampling algorithm called Random Sampling Reduction (RSR) in [26]. Ludwig and Buchmann refine the algorithm and promise to
make sampling practical with their Simple Sampling Reduction (SSR) in [7].
They get rid of two RSR assumptions, namely the Randomness Assumption
(RA) and the Geometric Series Assumption (GSA), which they claim both do
not hold in practice. They replace the independent random sampling of vectors in
the search space by a deterministic exhaustive search. This makes it impossible
to sample the same vector multiple times, which was the case for RSR. Ludwig
gives a more detailed view on SSR in [17]. The implementation of Ludwig is
available upon request. Comparisons of his SSR implementation with BKZ on
cryptographic lattices can be found, e.g., in [6,5].
1.2

Our Contribution

In this paper we present CUDA-SSR, a parallel variant of simple sampling reduction running on graphics cards using NVIDIAs CUDA framework. Our experiments are twofold. First we compare CUDA-SSR to BKZ, and second we
compare it to our CPU-SSR implementation to show the strength of the GPU.
Although it is already mentioned in [7] that SSR is a good candidate for
parallelizing, we are the first to present a distributed version of SSR. The authors
of [7] mention a sampling rate of up to 5200 samples per second (on a 2.4GHz

Intel Pentium 4). On an NVIDIA GTX295 GPU (which was released in 2009)
we get rates of more than 120, 000 samples per second.
1.3

Organization of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
required background knowledge concerning lattices, random sampling, and GPU
computations. In Section 3, we develop a parallel version of SSR and explain
how we implemented it on graphics cards. This is the main contribution of our
work. Section 4 presents experimental results that show the strength of the GPU
version of random sampling.
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Preliminaries

Let kvk denote the Euclidean norm of the vector v. Other norms are subscripted
like kvk∞ .
Let n, d ∈ N, P
n ≤ d, and let b1 , . . . , bn ∈ Rd be linearly independent. Then
n
the set L(B) = { i=1 xi bi : xi ∈ Z} is the lattice spanned by the basis column
matrix B = [b1 , . . . , bn ] ∈ Zd×n . The lattice L(B) is called n-dimensional. Its
basis B is not unique, unimodular transformations lead to a different basis of the
same lattice. The first successive minimum λ1 (L(B)) is the length p
of a shortest
vector of L(B). The lattice determinant det(L(B)) is defined as det(Bt B).
It is invariant under basis changes. For full-dimensional lattices, where n = d,
there is det(L(B)) = |det(B)| for every basis B. In the remainder of this paper
we will only be concerned with full-dimensional lattices.
Denote the Gram-Schmidt-orthogonalization (GSO) with b∗i = πi (bi ) where
πi (b) → hb1 . . . bi−1 i⊥ is the orthogonal projection. The GSO is calculated via
Pi−1
2
b∗i = bi − j=1 µi,j b∗j for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where µi,j = bTi b∗j / b∗j
for all
1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ n. The values µi,j are called Gram-Schmidt (GS) coefficients.
Roughly speaking, lattice reduction is the process of transforming a basis of a
lattice into a second one consisting of short vectors which are nearly orthogonal.
The LLL [16] and BKZ [27] algorithms are the most common algorithms for
lattice reduction. BKZ is controlled by a blocksize parameter β, which allows
for a trade-off between runtime and reduction quality. Higher values of β lead
to better reduced bases at the expense of an exponentially (in β) increasing
runtime. LLL is the special case of BKZ with β = 2. Both LLL and BKZ sort
the basis vectors in increasing order, so that b1 is the shortest among the basis
vectors after reduction. Applied to a basis B, LLL provably finds a vector b1 with
kb1 k ≤ 2(n−1)/2 λ1 (L(B)). When LLL or BKZ is applied to a generator system
of a lattice L it will output a basis of L, so it will remove linear dependent
vectors. The first basis vector found by BKZ with β > 2 is shorter than with
LLL, i.e., it holds that kb1 k ≤ (γβ )(n−1)/(β−1) λ1 (L(B)) [25], where γβ is the
β-dimensional Hermite constant. A practical comparison of LLL and BKZ can
be found in [12]. Both LLL and BKZ are equipped with a parameter δ, which
only slightly controls the reduction quality and is usually set to 0.99. For further
information concerning lattices and lattice reduction we refer to [19,20,22].

2.1

Random Sampling

The idea of random sampling was presented by Schnorr in 2003 [26]. It was
adopted and improved in [17,7]. The idea of random sampling is the following.
Iteratively, it switches between reduction of the basis (using BKZ) and sampling
2
a random short vector of norm < 0.99 kb1 k , which is then prepended to the
reduced basis (cf. Algorithm 1).
Every
Pn basis vector v = [v1 , . . . , vn ] can be written in its orthogonalized form
v = i=1 νi b∗i . We can write its squared norm as
2

kvk =

n
X

2

νi2 kb∗i k .

(1)

i=1

Therefore, shortening a vector v is done either by decreasing νi or by decreasing
the kb∗i k.
For a reduced basis B (either LLL or BKZ reduced), it is known that the
norm of the orthogonalized vectors kbi k decreases for increasing index i. This
implies that for higher indices, the influence of the coefficient νi in Equation (1) is
less noticeable than for smaller indices. This fact helps interpreting the following
definition of a search space. For a basis B ∈ Zn×n and an integer
Pn u with 1 ≤
u ≤ n we define the set Su,B as the set of all lattice vectors v = i=1 νi b∗i with
(
0.5 for 1 ≤ i < n − u
|νi | ≤
, νn = 1
(2)
1
for n − u ≤ i < n
and call it the search space. It is Su,B ⊆ L(B), and this search space is supposed
to contain short lattice vectors. The algorithm sample (Algorithm 2, original
in [17]) uses as input a lattice basis B and an integer value x, and as output
it computes a vector v ∈ Su,B in the search space. The bit representation of
the integer x controls the sampling deterministically. If the search space Su,B
consists of 2u many points, running sample with all values x ∈ {1, . . . , 2u }
guarantees that the complete search space is sampled.
Algorithm 1: SSR
Input: Lattice basis B ∈ Zn×n , GS-coefficients R ∈ Qn×n , bound umax ∈ N,
blocksize β, norm bound A
Output: reduced basis B s.t. kb1 k < A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

B ← BKZ([b1 , . . . , bn ], β)
while kb1 k > A do
for x = 1 to 2umax do
v ← sample(B, R, x)
if kvk2 ≤ 0.99 kb1 k2 then break
end
if x = 2umax then terminate(“No short vector found”)
B ← BKZ([v, b1 , . . . , bn ], β)
end

Algorithm 2: sample
Input: Lattice basis B ∈ Zn×n , GS-coefficients R ∈ Qn×n , x ∈ Z
Output: vector v ∈ Su,B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

v ← bn , ν ← rn
for j = n − 1 to 1 do
y ← dνj − 0.5e
if x = 1 mod 2 then
if νj − y ≤ 0 then y ← y − 1
else y ← y + 1
end
x ← bx/2c, v ← v − ybj , ν ← ν − yrj
end
return v

Algorithm 1 shows a pseudo-code listing of SSR, Algorithm 2 shows a listing of sample. For more details on random sampling we refer to the works of
[26,17,7].
2.2

GPU Computation

Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) were developed to perform huge numbers of
graphical operations in parallel. The introduction of computing platforms such
as CUDA by NVIDIA [23] and CTM by ATI [1] opened graphics cards equipped
with GPUs for running custom user programs. The development of these computing frameworks where the starting point of the breakthrough these processing
units had over the last years. The existence of standard libraries like BLAS [24]
for linear algebra made GPUs interesting for cryptographic applications as well.
In the field of cryptography, there are (among others) implementations of
AES [8,18,14] and RSA [21,29,11] available as well as implementations of the
SHA3 hash competition finalists [4]. In cryptanalysis, Bernstein et al. use parallelization techniques on graphics cards to solve integer factorization using elliptic
curves [3]. Concerning lattices and lattice reduction, there is an implementation
of the ENUM algorithm on graphics cards [15]. We are not aware of other work
in the field of lattice reduction.
Programming Model. We will be using the CUDA framework from NVIDIA
on an NVIDIA GTX 295 card. The description might be slightly different for
newer cards of the Fermi architecture. A CUDA-capable GPU is equipped with
several multiprocessors, which contain small numbers of scalar processors each.
The programmer can stick to the single instruction - multiple thread (SIMT)
programming model. The programmer writes code for single threads, which is
uploaded to the device and executed in parallel by multiple threads.
The threads altogether are organized in blocks, which again are organized in
grids. A kernel is a program running on a graphics device. When a kernel (a
grid) is executed, 32 threads are scheduled in a so-called warp. These 32 threads
should perform the same computation, since otherwise the threads are handled
in serial, not in parallel.

Memory Model. One big issue on NVIDIAs GPUs is the different types of memory available. There are registers, shared memory, global memory, texture, and
constant memory. Registers and shared memory are on chip and close to the
multiprocessor and can be accessed with low latency. The number of registers
and shared memory is limited, since the number available for one multiprocessor
must be shared among all threads in a single block. Global memory is slow, since
it is off-chip and there is no cache for it. Constant and texture memory are parts
of the global memory, but they are cached and can be used for specific types of
data or special access patterns.

3

GPU Algorithm CUDA-SSR

The CUDA-SSR approach in Algorithm 3 is a slightly changed variant of the
original SSR algorithm. In each outer while loop, up to 2umax vectors are sampled in parallel, and the m shortest samples are added to the basis. The main
difference to the original SSR is the sampling of new vectors v, which is done
on the GPU and returns not only a single vector but multiple ones within a
bound of m. The calculated vectors [v1 , v2 , . . . , vm ] are added to the front of
the lattice B in a sorted order, before the extended lattice is reduced by the
BKZ algorithm. With the adding of multiple vectors we get a benefit of a more
stabilized reduction, as we will see in the experiments section.
The algorithm terminates if a given norm of the first vector of B is undercut
by a new vector v or if no smaller vector is found in the given search space.
Algorithm 3: CUDA-SSR
Input: Lattice basis B ∈ Zn×n , GS-coefficients R ∈ Qn×n , bound umax ∈ N,
blocksize β, norm bound A, add vector bound m
Output: BKZ-β reduced basis B s.t. kb1 k ≤ A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

B ← BKZ([b1 , . . . , bn ], β)
foundSmaller = true
xOffset = 0
while kb1 k > A and foundSmaller = true do
while xOffset < 2umax do
parallel [i = xOffset . . . xOffset + maxSamplesPerCall] do
[v1 , v2 , . . . , vm ], foundSmaller ← par-sample(B, R, xi , m)
end
if foundSmaller = true then break inner while loop
xOffset += maxSamplesPerCall
if xOffset ≥ 2umax then terminate
end
B ← BKZ([v1 , v2 , . . . , vm , b1 , . . . , bn ], β)
end

The subroutine par-sample (which is now executed on GPU) is a slightly
changed variant of sample (Algorithm 2). The original sample algorithm was
parallelized, so that it computes a huge number of vectors per call. The possibility
of parallelization is based on the independence of the samples. The only difference

among two samples is the input value x, which can be interpreted as an unique
identifier or seed.
One sample is stored in the shared memory of a CUDA block. The amount
of shared memory, which is used for producing one sample, consists of memory
for the vector v (4Byte · dimension), for the vector ν (4Byte · dimension), for
y (4Byte), and for a valid-Byte (1Byte). For one CUDA block a number of


available shared memory
samplesP erBlock =
(4 + 4Byte) · dimension + 4Byte + 1Byte
vectors are produced. If we use all available CUDA blocks, the overall number
of samples is 65535 · samplesP erBlock per call. For example, at a dimension of
16344
c = 1, 638, 375 samples.1
80 one call calculates 65535 · b 8·80+5
3.1

Parallel Implementation of Subroutine Sample

Here we describe how we implemented the sampling of samplesP erBlock many
vectors in Su,B on GPU. This is the main contribution of the paper.
The first step for determining samplesP erBlock samples in one CUDA block
is to copy the entries of the last vector of the matrices B and R to v and ν in
parallel. The matrices B and R resist in the texture memory, because they are
read multiple times and this memory is cached.
The second step is to compute the factor y for every sample and build new
vectors inside a for-loop. A single y is processed by one CUDA thread, therefore
all y 0 s of one CUDA block can be calculated in parallel. Afterwards the temporary new vectors v and ν are built, whereby all entries of a vector are assigned
in one parallel step. If an integer overflow is noticed in this step, the sample will
be indicated as invalid.
When the loop is finished, the square norms of the new samples are calculated
with the common vector reduction approach, after squaring all entries of v in
parallel. Figure 1 illustrates this procedure. Once a square norm of 2x (with
x = max{y ∈ Z : 2y ≤ dimension}) is determined, the result will be added to
the first entry of the next interval. This procedure continues, until there is no
more than one entry left.
Because the square norms of all vectors are calculated step by step, we can
register the smallest square norm of a CUDA block. Therefore a CUDA block
writes only the smallest vector back to the global memory, assumed that the
2
square norm is less than 99% of kb1 k and the sample is valid. With this we
save a lot of global memory. Instead of writing 65535 · samplesP erBlock many
vectors to global memory we use shared memory for samplesP erBlock many
vectors of each block and only write 65535 many vectors to the device.
For achieving higher performance we introduce a counter, which increases
2
if a vector with a square norm less than 99% of kb1 k is found. When m vectors below this bound have been found, we break the parallel sampling. The
1

The shared memory of 16384Byte is decreased by the parameters of the kernel call,
which are also stored in shared memory (16Byte for dimBlock and dimGrid, 24Byte
for 3 pointers). These values might change for other CUDA compute capabilities.

Fig. 1. Computation of the norm of a single vector v in parallel.

counter is increased with so called atomic operations, which provides an exclusive read-modify-write operation for one CUDA thread. The parallel processing
of the CUDA framework is only “semi-parallel”, because only a part of all CUDA
blocks are processed parallel for real (we have 65535 blocks but only 30 multiprocessors available). Therefore we can abort further calculations, if the counter
m reached a defined value. A flow chart of our GPU algorithm of sample is
shown in Appendix A. In order to remove serialization we also tested replacing
the condition in Line 4 of sample by arithmetic computations, but recognized
no speedups. Since there is no else-block, the fact that (on average) half of the
threads are idle does not influence the total runtime.
For establishing the gain of parallel sampling we also implement a CPU
version of the SSR algorithm (called CPU-SSR), which produces new vectors
step by step. Our CPU as well as the GPU implementation are available online.2

4

Experimental Results

We are using an NVIDIA GTX 295 GPU for our experiments. The CPU that
we use is an Intel Core2 Duo E8400 CPU running at 3GHz. The lattices we use
are the SVP challenge lattices [13] with seed 0, so we use only one lattice per
dimension. For LLL and BKZ reduction we use the NTL library [28] in version
5.5.2. The parameter δ is always set to the standard value 0.99. We run LLL
with precision RR followed by BKZ with precision QP.
First we compare our results of CUDA-SSR to BKZ, and second we present
experiments comparing CUDA-SSR to CPU-SSR.
4.1

Comparison of CUDA-SSR and BKZ

Let B be the basis of L(B) in dimension n and c be a constant. Using BKZ with
blocksize β, Gama and Nguyen [12] predict the average norm of the first basis
2
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vector after BKZ reduction to be
gn = cn det(L(B))1/n ,

(3)

where the Hermite factor constant c relies on the blocksize used. For BKZ-20,
e.g., they experimentally gain a value of c = 1.0128.
Our experiments are performed as follows. First, we reduce a lattice basis
with BKZ with increasing blocksize, until we reach a vector of desired goal
norm gn, cf., Equation (3). We use a value of c = 1.0129 to calculate our goal
norm. The resulting run times and the reached norms are shown in Figures 2
and 3. Second, we use CUDA-SSR with half the blocksize (rounded up) that
BKZ needed to reach the goal norm and run CUDA-SSR on the same lattice;
i.e., random sampling has to close the gap between BKZ with half blocksize and
BKZ with full blocksize. We stop the GPU sampling when m = 0.25 · n vectors
2
below 0.99 · kb1 k were found by par-sample.
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comparison to BKZ.

Figure 4 shows the blocksize that BKZ needed to find the resulting vector.
The picture shows that the blocksize is around 20 in most of the cases, as pre-

dicted by [12]. Figure 5 shows the speedup factor of CUDA-SSR compared to
BKZ.
We notice that with both approaches, BKZ as well as CUDA-SSR, we find
vectors of comparable length (Figure 2). CUDA-SSR is always faster (up to 40%).
For comparison reason, Figure 3 includes the runtime of BKZ with blocksize
dβ/2e, the pre-processing step of SSR (Line 1 of Algorithm 3). The picture
shows that it takes a huge part of the random sampling time (dashed line). This
implies that the later part of SSR (sampling - BKZ - sampling - . . .) takes a lot
less time (the time difference between the dotted and dashed curve) than the
initial BKZ. Therefore, the total SSR runtime cannot profit too much from the
parallel sampling part in this setting.
The runtime speedup factor (Figure 5) seems to increase with the dimension,
from 1.1 in dimension 80 to a maximum value of 1.6 in dimension 160. The peek
in dimension 150 is also apparent in Figure 4 and seems to result from special
structure in the lattice (SSR is working less in this lattice).
4.2

Comparison of GPU and CPU Variant of SSR

Our second block of experiments is supposed to show the strength of parallelization on GPU of the SSR algorithm. For this, we run our CPU implementation
and our GPU implementation of SSR for the same lattices until they undercut
the goal norm. For pre-reduction, we use LLL only. We note the reached norm
(cf. Figure 6) and the runtime (cf. Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the speedup factor
gained by the GPU version. We prepend m = 0.1 · n vectors to the basis in each
GPU iteration. Figure 9 compares a typical behaviour of SSR on GPU and CPU
over time, concerning the norm of the sampled vectors.
On CPU, the sampling rate was about 160 samples per second for a 180dimensional lattice. The GTX 295 GPU reached about 120, 000 samples per
second for a 180 dimensional lattice. In smaller dimension, sampling rates of
more than 250, 000 are possible, e.g. in dimension 60.
From Figure 7 we conclude that the runtime of SSR on GPU is very stable,
whereas on CPU (solid curve), we see two different behavior patterns. In some
dimensions, e.g. 90 or 110, SSR finds shorter vectors very early, and the runtime
is comparable to the CUDA-SSR runtime. In other cases we see huge peeks in
the runtime curve, e.g. in dimension 100 or 120, which suggest that on CPU it
takes a long time until shorter vectors are found. We conclude that sampling
multiple vectors in each iteration helps SSR to run much more stable.
The speedup factor shown in Figure 8 shows the potential of the CUDA
version compared to the CPU version. In small dimension we gain speedup factors of up to 180. On GPU, in the first iteration a vector below the bound is
already found, whereas on CPU multiple iterations have to be performed. In
bigger dimensions, the speedup factor decreases, depending on the behaviour
pattern.
Figure 9 shows a typical behaviour of SSR on CPU and GPU. CUDA-SSR
starts with lower norm, which implies that the first iterations of SSR decreases
the norm much more than on CPU. We noticed that in the first iterations, there
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of SSR over time, in a 190 dimensional lattice. The ordinate shows the squared norm
of the vectors found by sampling.

2

exists a huge number of vectors below the 0.99 kb1 k bound. Therefore, on GPU
we have good chance to find a much shorter vector. On CPU only the first vector
below the bound is picked, whereas on GPU multiple vectors are prepended to
the basis, and all these vectors are potentially smaller than the CPU one.
To show the strength of our GPU version, Figure 10 shows the time needed
by CUDA-SSR and CPU-SSR to sample the same amount of vectors, namely 221
many. It is evident that on GPU, the sampling is much faster, with a maximum
factor 14.5 in dimension 190.

5

Conclusion and Further Work

We have presented a parallel version of random sampling and an implementation
on GPU. Our results show the strength of parallelism for this type of algorithm.
Our proposal CUDA-SSR allows for more than 120, 000 sampled vectors per
second, which is the maximum stated in literature. Unfortunately, the speedups
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Fig. 10. Time to sample 221 many vectors using CUDA-SSR and CPU-SSR.

compared to BKZ are not too impressive, due to the big fraction of the runtime
that BKZ takes. The percentage of BKZ of the total runtime was up to 97%.
This is not optimal, since BKZ does not apply the hardware acceleration of the
graphics card. LLL took 67% of the total runtime in dimension 100. [7] mention
that sampling takes most of the time, but we were not able to reproduce that.
The speedup in sampling rates is much higher than the speedups in runtime.
So the potential of parallelization is visible, but SSR does not take full advantage
of it.
The SVP challenge comes with a generator for lattices, to allow participants
not only to download one lattice in each dimension but to generate multiple
instances. To present smoother graphs it is necessary to run our experiments on
multiple instances in each dimension.
In order to allow for good parallelization, we did not include new search
spaces as proposed in [7]. Ludwig and Buchmann present check search space size
(CSSS) functions in order to sample from smaller sets of vectors. It would be
interesting to compare how this influences the rate of parallelism and if usage of
CSSS could speed up CUDA-SSR even more.
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